Dear Mr. Blueberry

Directions: Fill in the letter of the definition that fits each vocabulary word.

1. _____ details  A. strongly; by force
2. _____ disappoint  B. large areas of salt water
3. _____ forcibly  C. facts about a person, place, or thing
4. _____ information  D. to rub something gently
5. _____ oceans  E. small bits of information
6. _____ stroke  F. to make someone sad because something did not happen

Directions: Find the word that best completes each sentence and write the word on the line.

7. Emily wanted Mr. Blueberry to send ________________ on whales.
   A. oceans  B. stroke  C. information

8. Mr. Blueberry sent some ________________ about whales.
   A. details  B. orchards  C. oceans

9. Whales always know where they are in the ________________.
   A. orchards  B. oceans  C. details

10. Arthur let Emily ________________ his head.
    A. forcibly  B. disappoint  C. stroke

11. Mr. Blueberry had to point out quite ________________ that a whale could not live in a pond.
    A. details  B. forcibly  C. oceans

12. Mr. Blueberry was sorry to ________________ Emily.
    A. disappoint  B. stroke  C. information